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on january 1 1943 my dad james k kenneth allardice began keeping a diary
in what were called national diary these were fairly large diaries 91 2
71 2 and he faithfully kept a daily accounting of family activities as
well as noting important local national and international events in many
respects these diaries resemble newspaper pages this was due to his
early endeavors as a newspaper founder columnist editor and publisher
what you will read in the following pages are just excerpts from the
diaries it was quite a task to choose what to include as the diaries
from 1943 to 1963 contain almost 7 300 pages as well as hundreds of
clippings and photos i hope that what follows will give an interesting
account of my family growing up together dealing with the everyday joys
and challenges and what life was like at 611 main street toms river new
jersey the diaries are archived with the ocean county historical society
in toms river new jersey james g b allardice in james patterson s first
highly illustrated diary fiction story for teens the mega bestselling
author s most endearing and original teen heroine ever proves that
everyone can use a helping hand once in a while margaret cuckoo clarke
recently had a brief stay in a mental institution following an emotional
breakdown but she s turning over a new leaf with her happiness project
she s determined to beat down the bad vibes of the haters the terror
teachers and all of the trials and tribulations of high school by
writing and drawing in her diary and when life gets really tough she
works through her own moments of uncertainty through imaginary
conversations with her favourite literary characters cuckoo s also got a
nearly impossible mission she along with her misfit band of self
deprecating friends who call themselves the freakshow decide to bridge
the gap between warring cliques and bring the nations together not
everyone is so willing to join hands and get along but cuckoo never
stops smiling until one of her closest friends pushed to desperation by
a hater prank decides that enough is enough the unknown sister of
novelist henry james jr shows herself to be a formidable individual in
her own right james gilmour of mongolia his diaries letters and reports
by james gilmour published by good press good press publishes a wide
range of titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics
literary fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems
of world literature we issue the books that need to be read each good
press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks
that are user friendly and accessible to everyone in a high quality
digital format new zealand author james courage was born in christchurch
in 1903 and he became aware of his homosexuality during his adolescent
years he moved to london in 1927 and began writing novels plays poems
and short stories he was much more sexually open than most of his
homosexual writer contemporaries frank sargeson eric mccormick charles
brasch and bill pearson a way of love published in 1959 was the first
gay novel written by a new zealander and some of his other seven novels
including fires in the distance and the call home contain queer
characters between 1920 and 1963 courage confided his innermost thoughts
to a private diary he wrote about leaving new zealand the men he met in
london s streets and forging friendships in the literary scene he was an
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evocative chronicler of landscapes and indoor settings life on long
ocean voyages air raid shelters during the war and the psychiatrist s
clinic at a time when society was deeply ambivalent about homosexuality
courage recorded his personal triumphs and struggles with an engaging
honesty a lively intelligence and a whimsical sense of humour after
recovering from an emotional breakdown a scrappy high school student
dares to be happy and disrupt the social scene margaret cuckoo clarke
recently had a brief stay in a mental institution following an emotional
breakdown but she s turning over a new leaf with her operation happiness
she s determined to beat down the bad vibes of the haters the terror
teachers and all of the trials and tribulations of high school by
writing and drawing in her diary and when life gets really tough she
works through her own moments of uncertainty through imaginary
conversations with her favorite literary characters cuckoo s also got a
nearly impossible mission she along with her misfit band of self
deprecating friends who call themselves the freakshow decide to bridge
the gap between warring cliques and bring the nations together not
everyone is so willing to join hands and get along but cuckoo never
stops smiling until one of her closest friends pushed to desperation by
a hater prank decides that enough is enough in james patterson s first
highly illustrated diary fiction story for teens the mega bestselling
author s most endearing and original teen heroine ever proves that
everyone can use a helping hand once in a while the search for ways to
contain the evanescence fragility and ephemeral beauty of the moment has
preoccupied lyric poets from catullus and herrick to james schuyler for
schuyler indeed discovering and glowing in the ineffable contingency of
the moment was both theme and goal nowhere in his work is this more true
than in that marvelous celebration of the miracle of impermanence his
remarkable diary here made available in full for the first time the
diary editor nathan kernan has noted is a work of art it is in a large
sense a poem stylistically it is of a piece with schuyler s poems it is
cut from the same cloth or is in places the cloth from which the poems
were cut the diary s peculiar combination of fragment meticulous
description literary allusion commonplace book and remembrance is
beautiful in its own right and very much a window into the mind that
wrote the poems nathan kernan s extremely thoughtful scrupulous and
informed editing provides this long awaited volume a scholarly care it
deserves kernan s editorial glosses and biographical sketches on the
cast of characters placing schuyler in a rich social context of poets
artists and friends provide what amounts to a handy thumbnail history of
the new york school the triumphs and travails of a leading antebellum
politician copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved emmalee bradford
thinks she s an expert at matchmaking and she won t rest until all her
friends are as happy as she is especially hannah the girl she s decided
to make popular everyone loves emmalee s advice everyone that is except
her annoying neighbor chase anderson who has taken it upon himself to
fix her the search for ways to contain the evanescence fragility and
ephemeral beauty of the moment has preoccupied lyric poets from catullus
to james schuyler for schuyler indeed discovering and glowing in the
ineffable contingency of the moment was both theme and goal nowhere in
his work is this more true than in that marvelous celebration of the
miracle of impermanence his remarkable diary here published in full for
the first time this important new study of james joyce s working
practices relates the true history and origin of english literature s
towering masterwork finnegans wake 1939 and lays the ground for an
intellectual biography of the last eighteen years of its author s life
at the heart of this book rose presents an original ordering of and
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commentary upon the virtually unknown collection of notebooks compiled
by joyce during this period and now immured in american university
archives in so doing he opens a window onto a new world of textual
exploration while enabling both specialist and non specialist alike to
understand how joyce came to construct and write his unreadable book it
will be an invaluable tool for teachers and research students and a
source of delight to all concerned with the hermeneutics of intellectual
investigation a free luxury wedding gives two strangers a second chance
at love in this charming contemporary romance novel in the charton
minster series cat aston thought she hit the jackpot when she won a
fairytale wedding in a luxury hotel but now that her finance has run out
on her her dreams of wedded bliss have turned into a nightmare but still
no woman in her right mind would turn down a free wedding of a lifetime
now she just needs to find a groom adam lawley was left devastated when
his girlfriend turned down his heartfelt proposal and he s vowed to
never love again but something keeps pulling him toward cat they ve both
been burned by love so why can t they stop thinking about each other it
might be too good to be true or it just might be their second chance for
true love complete with a happily ever after in this wildly passionate
touching and sometimes funny story james portrays two brokenhearted
souls who connect and magically find a way to love again most of the
book has an offbeat almost fairy tale feel but it s uplifting and
satisfying james spins her story with hope in mind and her characters
help us believe in castles in the air without equivocation rt book
reviews despising the conceited antics of the popular group in high
school including taylor anderson chloe elizabeth hart is determined to
be the only girl who can avoid falling for taylor s charms the diaries
of the national trust s country house expert james lees milne 1908 97
have been hailed as one of the treasures of contemporary english
literature the first of three this volume which includes interesting
material omitted when the diaries were originally published during the
author s lifetime covers the years 1942 to 1954 beginning with his
wartime visits to hard pressed country house owners and ending with his
marriage to the exotic alvilde chaplin for more than 35 years james
welling has explored the material and conceptual possibilities of
photography diary landscape the first mature body of work by this
important contemporary artist set the framework for his subsequent
investigations of abstraction and his fascination with nineteenth and
twentieth century new england in july 1977 welling began photographing a
two volume travel diary kept by his great grandmother elizabeth c dixon
as well as landscapes in southern connecticut a beautiful and moving
meditation on family history memory and place the work reintroduced
history and private emotion as subjects in high art while also helping
to usher in the centrality of photography and theoretical questions
about originality that mark the epochal pictures generation in the
journal her fifth year teacher requires jillian records the ups and
downs of her efforts to become popular as she hosts a class party
creates a school magazine and tutors some socially misfit boys this is a
reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have
occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor pictures
errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact or were
introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally
important and despite the imperfections have elected to bring it back
into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of
printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the
imperfections in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this
valuable book why buy our paperbacks expedited shipping high quality
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paper made in usa standard font size of 10 for all books 30 days money
back guarantee beware of low quality sellers don t buy cheap paperbacks
just to save a few dollars most of them use low quality papers binding
their pages fall off easily some of them even use very small font size
of 6 or less to increase their profit margin it makes their books
completely unreadable how is this book unique unabridged 100 original
content font adjustments biography included illustrated the diary of a
man of fifty by henry james henry james story the diary of a man of
fifty is a moving and thought provoking meditation on aging and coming
to terms with one s past the narrator pays a return visit to italy where
he spent some time many years before and revisits memories of an
ultimately doomed love affair some painful and some enriching excerpt
from the diary of a man of fifty again the young man hesitated a little
and then he confessed that the group of painters he preferred on the
whole to all others was that of the early florentines i was so struck
with this that i stopped short that was exactly my taste and then i
passed my hand into his arm and we went our way again we sat down on an
old stone bench in the cascine and a solemn blank eyed hermes with
wrinkles accentuated by the dust of ages stood above us and listened to
our talk unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not
used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality
books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as
portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of
these images so they represent accurately the original artefact although
occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we
feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy
excerpt from james and horace smith a family narrative based upon
hitherto unpublished private diaries letters and other documents very
many smithian footprints on the sands of time are somewhat faint but
those of james and horace smith have left a deep and lasting impression
the brothers chief work rejected addresses is in its way a classic
declared by so high an authority as lord jeffrey to indicate a talent to
which he did not know where to look for a parallel why it may be asked
has not a systematic life of james and horace smith been published
before this the reason is not far to seek until now the necessary
material has not been available horace penned a brief memoir of james as
preface to a collection of the latter s comic miscellanies published in
1840 and after horace s death in 1849 suggestions were made that a
biography of the two eminent brothers should be written about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state
of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy
in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the
vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works funny indiscreet candid touching and sharply observed this second
compilation from james lees milne s celebrated diaries covers his life
during his sixties and early seventies when he was living in
gloucestershire with his formidable wife alvilde it vividly portrays
life on the badminton estate of the eccentric duke of beaufort meetings
with many friends including john betjeman bruce chatwin and the mitford
sisters and the diarist s varied emotional experiences having made his
name as the national trust s country houses expert and a writer on
architecture he now established himself as a novelist and biographer
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with some misgivings he published his wartime diaries little imagining
that it was as a diarist that he would achieve lasting fame plagued by
the suicides of both his siblings and heir to alcohol and drug abuse
divorce and economic ruin james brown lived a life clouded by addiction
broken promises and despair in the los angeles diaries he reveals his
struggle for survival mining his past to present the inspiring story of
his redemption beautifully written and limned with dark humor these
twelve deeply confessional interconnected chapters address personal
failure heartbreak the trials of writing for hollywood and the life
shattering events that finally convinced brown that he must change or
die in snapshot brown is five years old and recalls the night his mother
sets fire to an apartment building down the street in daisy brown
purchases a vietnamese potbellied pig for his wife to atone for his sins
only to find the pig s bulk growing in direct proportion to the tensions
in his marriage harrowing and brutally honest the los angeles diaries is
the chronicle of a man on a collision course with life who ultimately
finds the strength and courage to conquer his demons and believe once
more the first book in the doggone awesome howl ariously illustrated
bestselling series from the creator of middle school rafe khatchadorian
s lovable dog junior gets his chance to shine oh boy oh boy oh boy i ve
been waiting for ages to tell my story and now it s finally happening
being rafe s dog isn t always easy but it is always exciting i ve got so
much to tell you about how i protect the yard from birds raccoons
squirrels raccoons mail carriers and did i mention raccoons sniffing
pooch posteriors for the latest canine news and the terrifying monster
hiding in the hall closet the vacuum cleaner these were all the most paw
some parts of my doggie life until the evil mrs stricker threatened to
send me back to the pound if i didn t learn to behave now rafe and i
have to go to obedience school and win the trophy for best trained dog
or else dog diaries is the first book written by a dog and a 1 new york
times bestseller when mischievous mutt junior causes a turkey day
disaster getting out of the doghouse will take a christmas miracle are
you ready for a festive adventure join me junior on the most pawsome
most barktastic journey through the howliday season you ll read all
about fangsgiving critter mess and the mysterious saint lick why strange
humans called carol come and howl at the front door and why shiny trees
suddenly sprout inside your kennel this will be the best holiday ever as
long as the mom lady doesn t find out what i did to the fangsgiving
turkey you can keep a secret right this hilarious illustrated middle
school spin off about a dog and his boy is perfect for younger readers
james gilmour of mongolia



Diaries and Correspondence of James Harris,
First Earl of Malmesbury
1844

on january 1 1943 my dad james k kenneth allardice began keeping a diary
in what were called national diary these were fairly large diaries 91 2
71 2 and he faithfully kept a daily accounting of family activities as
well as noting important local national and international events in many
respects these diaries resemble newspaper pages this was due to his
early endeavors as a newspaper founder columnist editor and publisher
what you will read in the following pages are just excerpts from the
diaries it was quite a task to choose what to include as the diaries
from 1943 to 1963 contain almost 7 300 pages as well as hundreds of
clippings and photos i hope that what follows will give an interesting
account of my family growing up together dealing with the everyday joys
and challenges and what life was like at 611 main street toms river new
jersey the diaries are archived with the ocean county historical society
in toms river new jersey james g b allardice

The Red Diaries
2020-03-02

in james patterson s first highly illustrated diary fiction story for
teens the mega bestselling author s most endearing and original teen
heroine ever proves that everyone can use a helping hand once in a while
margaret cuckoo clarke recently had a brief stay in a mental institution
following an emotional breakdown but she s turning over a new leaf with
her happiness project she s determined to beat down the bad vibes of the
haters the terror teachers and all of the trials and tribulations of
high school by writing and drawing in her diary and when life gets
really tough she works through her own moments of uncertainty through
imaginary conversations with her favourite literary characters cuckoo s
also got a nearly impossible mission she along with her misfit band of
self deprecating friends who call themselves the freakshow decide to
bridge the gap between warring cliques and bring the nations together
not everyone is so willing to join hands and get along but cuckoo never
stops smiling until one of her closest friends pushed to desperation by
a hater prank decides that enough is enough

The Textual Diaries of James Joyce
1995

the unknown sister of novelist henry james jr shows herself to be a
formidable individual in her own right

Homeroom Diaries
2014-07-17

james gilmour of mongolia his diaries letters and reports by james
gilmour published by good press good press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary
fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world



literature we issue the books that need to be read each good press
edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability
for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are
user friendly and accessible to everyone in a high quality digital
format

The Diary Of Alice James
1999-04-08

new zealand author james courage was born in christchurch in 1903 and he
became aware of his homosexuality during his adolescent years he moved
to london in 1927 and began writing novels plays poems and short stories
he was much more sexually open than most of his homosexual writer
contemporaries frank sargeson eric mccormick charles brasch and bill
pearson a way of love published in 1959 was the first gay novel written
by a new zealander and some of his other seven novels including fires in
the distance and the call home contain queer characters between 1920 and
1963 courage confided his innermost thoughts to a private diary he wrote
about leaving new zealand the men he met in london s streets and forging
friendships in the literary scene he was an evocative chronicler of
landscapes and indoor settings life on long ocean voyages air raid
shelters during the war and the psychiatrist s clinic at a time when
society was deeply ambivalent about homosexuality courage recorded his
personal triumphs and struggles with an engaging honesty a lively
intelligence and a whimsical sense of humour

James Gilmour of Mongolia: His diaries, letters,
and reports
2023-10-04

after recovering from an emotional breakdown a scrappy high school
student dares to be happy and disrupt the social scene margaret cuckoo
clarke recently had a brief stay in a mental institution following an
emotional breakdown but she s turning over a new leaf with her operation
happiness she s determined to beat down the bad vibes of the haters the
terror teachers and all of the trials and tribulations of high school by
writing and drawing in her diary and when life gets really tough she
works through her own moments of uncertainty through imaginary
conversations with her favorite literary characters cuckoo s also got a
nearly impossible mission she along with her misfit band of self
deprecating friends who call themselves the freakshow decide to bridge
the gap between warring cliques and bring the nations together not
everyone is so willing to join hands and get along but cuckoo never
stops smiling until one of her closest friends pushed to desperation by
a hater prank decides that enough is enough in james patterson s first
highly illustrated diary fiction story for teens the mega bestselling
author s most endearing and original teen heroine ever proves that
everyone can use a helping hand once in a while

James Gilmour of Mongolia
1892

the search for ways to contain the evanescence fragility and ephemeral



beauty of the moment has preoccupied lyric poets from catullus and
herrick to james schuyler for schuyler indeed discovering and glowing in
the ineffable contingency of the moment was both theme and goal nowhere
in his work is this more true than in that marvelous celebration of the
miracle of impermanence his remarkable diary here made available in full
for the first time the diary editor nathan kernan has noted is a work of
art it is in a large sense a poem stylistically it is of a piece with
schuyler s poems it is cut from the same cloth or is in places the cloth
from which the poems were cut the diary s peculiar combination of
fragment meticulous description literary allusion commonplace book and
remembrance is beautiful in its own right and very much a window into
the mind that wrote the poems nathan kernan s extremely thoughtful
scrupulous and informed editing provides this long awaited volume a
scholarly care it deserves kernan s editorial glosses and biographical
sketches on the cast of characters placing schuyler in a rich social
context of poets artists and friends provide what amounts to a handy
thumbnail history of the new york school

The Diary of Alice James
1894

the triumphs and travails of a leading antebellum politician copyright
libri gmbh all rights reserved

James Courage Diaries
2021-11-30

emmalee bradford thinks she s an expert at matchmaking and she won t
rest until all her friends are as happy as she is especially hannah the
girl she s decided to make popular everyone loves emmalee s advice
everyone that is except her annoying neighbor chase anderson who has
taken it upon himself to fix her

Homeroom Diaries
2014-07-21

the search for ways to contain the evanescence fragility and ephemeral
beauty of the moment has preoccupied lyric poets from catullus to james
schuyler for schuyler indeed discovering and glowing in the ineffable
contingency of the moment was both theme and goal nowhere in his work is
this more true than in that marvelous celebration of the miracle of
impermanence his remarkable diary here published in full for the first
time

The Diary of James Schuyler
1997

this important new study of james joyce s working practices relates the
true history and origin of english literature s towering masterwork
finnegans wake 1939 and lays the ground for an intellectual biography of
the last eighteen years of its author s life at the heart of this book
rose presents an original ordering of and commentary upon the virtually
unknown collection of notebooks compiled by joyce during this period and



now immured in american university archives in so doing he opens a
window onto a new world of textual exploration while enabling both
specialist and non specialist alike to understand how joyce came to
construct and write his unreadable book it will be an invaluable tool
for teachers and research students and a source of delight to all
concerned with the hermeneutics of intellectual investigation

Diaries and Correspondence of James Harris,
First Earl of Malmesbury
1844

a free luxury wedding gives two strangers a second chance at love in
this charming contemporary romance novel in the charton minster series
cat aston thought she hit the jackpot when she won a fairytale wedding
in a luxury hotel but now that her finance has run out on her her dreams
of wedded bliss have turned into a nightmare but still no woman in her
right mind would turn down a free wedding of a lifetime now she just
needs to find a groom adam lawley was left devastated when his
girlfriend turned down his heartfelt proposal and he s vowed to never
love again but something keeps pulling him toward cat they ve both been
burned by love so why can t they stop thinking about each other it might
be too good to be true or it just might be their second chance for true
love complete with a happily ever after in this wildly passionate
touching and sometimes funny story james portrays two brokenhearted
souls who connect and magically find a way to love again most of the
book has an offbeat almost fairy tale feel but it s uplifting and
satisfying james spins her story with hope in mind and her characters
help us believe in castles in the air without equivocation rt book
reviews

Secret and Sacred
1989

despising the conceited antics of the popular group in high school
including taylor anderson chloe elizabeth hart is determined to be the
only girl who can avoid falling for taylor s charms

The Diaries and Correspondence
1962

the diaries of the national trust s country house expert james lees
milne 1908 97 have been hailed as one of the treasures of contemporary
english literature the first of three this volume which includes
interesting material omitted when the diaries were originally published
during the author s lifetime covers the years 1942 to 1954 beginning
with his wartime visits to hard pressed country house owners and ending
with his marriage to the exotic alvilde chaplin

The Diary of James Woodforde: Ansford 1763-1765
1997

for more than 35 years james welling has explored the material and



conceptual possibilities of photography diary landscape the first mature
body of work by this important contemporary artist set the framework for
his subsequent investigations of abstraction and his fascination with
nineteenth and twentieth century new england in july 1977 welling began
photographing a two volume travel diary kept by his great grandmother
elizabeth c dixon as well as landscapes in southern connecticut a
beautiful and moving meditation on family history memory and place the
work reintroduced history and private emotion as subjects in high art
while also helping to usher in the centrality of photography and
theoretical questions about originality that mark the epochal pictures
generation

Emmalee
2012-12-18

in the journal her fifth year teacher requires jillian records the ups
and downs of her efforts to become popular as she hosts a class party
creates a school magazine and tutors some socially misfit boys

The Diary of James Schuyler
1997

this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may
have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact
or were introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is
culturally important and despite the imperfections have elected to bring
it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the
preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding
of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this
valuable book

The Textual Diaries of James Joyce
1995

why buy our paperbacks expedited shipping high quality paper made in usa
standard font size of 10 for all books 30 days money back guarantee
beware of low quality sellers don t buy cheap paperbacks just to save a
few dollars most of them use low quality papers binding their pages fall
off easily some of them even use very small font size of 6 or less to
increase their profit margin it makes their books completely unreadable
how is this book unique unabridged 100 original content font adjustments
biography included illustrated the diary of a man of fifty by henry
james henry james story the diary of a man of fifty is a moving and
thought provoking meditation on aging and coming to terms with one s
past the narrator pays a return visit to italy where he spent some time
many years before and revisits memories of an ultimately doomed love
affair some painful and some enriching excerpt from the diary of a man
of fifty again the young man hesitated a little and then he confessed
that the group of painters he preferred on the whole to all others was
that of the early florentines i was so struck with this that i stopped
short that was exactly my taste and then i passed my hand into his arm
and we went our way again we sat down on an old stone bench in the
cascine and a solemn blank eyed hermes with wrinkles accentuated by the



dust of ages stood above us and listened to our talk

The Wedding Diary
2013-12-05

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr
optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with
introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits
maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these
images so they represent accurately the original artefact although
occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we
feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy

Pride & Popularity
2011

excerpt from james and horace smith a family narrative based upon
hitherto unpublished private diaries letters and other documents very
many smithian footprints on the sands of time are somewhat faint but
those of james and horace smith have left a deep and lasting impression
the brothers chief work rejected addresses is in its way a classic
declared by so high an authority as lord jeffrey to indicate a talent to
which he did not know where to look for a parallel why it may be asked
has not a systematic life of james and horace smith been published
before this the reason is not far to seek until now the necessary
material has not been available horace penned a brief memoir of james as
preface to a collection of the latter s comic miscellanies published in
1840 and after horace s death in 1849 suggestions were made that a
biography of the two eminent brothers should be written about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state
of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy
in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the
vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works

Diaries, 1942-1954
2011-12-08

funny indiscreet candid touching and sharply observed this second
compilation from james lees milne s celebrated diaries covers his life
during his sixties and early seventies when he was living in
gloucestershire with his formidable wife alvilde it vividly portrays
life on the badminton estate of the eccentric duke of beaufort meetings
with many friends including john betjeman bruce chatwin and the mitford
sisters and the diarist s varied emotional experiences having made his
name as the national trust s country houses expert and a writer on
architecture he now established himself as a novelist and biographer
with some misgivings he published his wartime diaries little imagining
that it was as a diarist that he would achieve lasting fame



The Diary of a Country Parson
1927

plagued by the suicides of both his siblings and heir to alcohol and
drug abuse divorce and economic ruin james brown lived a life clouded by
addiction broken promises and despair in the los angeles diaries he
reveals his struggle for survival mining his past to present the
inspiring story of his redemption beautifully written and limned with
dark humor these twelve deeply confessional interconnected chapters
address personal failure heartbreak the trials of writing for hollywood
and the life shattering events that finally convinced brown that he must
change or die in snapshot brown is five years old and recalls the night
his mother sets fire to an apartment building down the street in daisy
brown purchases a vietnamese potbellied pig for his wife to atone for
his sins only to find the pig s bulk growing in direct proportion to the
tensions in his marriage harrowing and brutally honest the los angeles
diaries is the chronicle of a man on a collision course with life who
ultimately finds the strength and courage to conquer his demons and
believe once more

Diary/Landscape
2015

the first book in the doggone awesome howl ariously illustrated
bestselling series from the creator of middle school rafe khatchadorian
s lovable dog junior gets his chance to shine oh boy oh boy oh boy i ve
been waiting for ages to tell my story and now it s finally happening
being rafe s dog isn t always easy but it is always exciting i ve got so
much to tell you about how i protect the yard from birds raccoons
squirrels raccoons mail carriers and did i mention raccoons sniffing
pooch posteriors for the latest canine news and the terrifying monster
hiding in the hall closet the vacuum cleaner these were all the most paw
some parts of my doggie life until the evil mrs stricker threatened to
send me back to the pound if i didn t learn to behave now rafe and i
have to go to obedience school and win the trophy for best trained dog
or else

Diary of a Would-be Princess
2007

dog diaries is the first book written by a dog and a 1 new york times
bestseller when mischievous mutt junior causes a turkey day disaster
getting out of the doghouse will take a christmas miracle are you ready
for a festive adventure join me junior on the most pawsome most
barktastic journey through the howliday season you ll read all about
fangsgiving critter mess and the mysterious saint lick why strange
humans called carol come and howl at the front door and why shiny trees
suddenly sprout inside your kennel this will be the best holiday ever as
long as the mom lady doesn t find out what i did to the fangsgiving
turkey you can keep a secret right this hilarious illustrated middle
school spin off about a dog and his boy is perfect for younger readers
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The autobiography and diary of Mr. James Melvill
...
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The Diary of James Woodforde: 1785-1787
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The Diary of Fort St. James
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